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About STING (Stockholm Innovation & Growth)
STING is a world-class eco system for innovative startups based in the dynamic Stockholm region in Sweden. The system encompasses a business incubator offering comprehensive business development support, a seed capital fund STING Capital, a network
of business angels and access to STING’s broader network – all interacting to faster build Sweden’s new international growth
companies. STING is owned by the Electrum Foundation; a collaboration between industry, research and the City of Stockholm.
www.stockholminnovation.com

CONTACT:
Mikael Andersson, CEO
+46-70-291 69 25
mikael.andersson@fundfriends.se
www.5fonder.se

5Fonder.se (5Funds.com)

Scientific investing in mutual funds for consumers
PROBLEM
Investing in mutual funds is the most popular way for individuals to invest for their dreams and future pensions worldwide.
However, only a few percent feel confident choosing a mutual
fund. Therefore, in Sweden, more than 10% of consumers buy
advisory services. For most consumers, these services are expensive and do not perform well.
SOLUTION
With the web app 5fonder.se (soon 5funds.com) you will only
spend 10 minutes a year on your mutual funds. We make the
selection of five funds and we tell you when to switch again.
Our scientific strategy has given over 600% return in 10 years
and is still beating the index.
TECHNOLOGY
The investment strategy behind 5fonder.se is based on
the research in mutual fund performance by co-founder

Dr. Tomas Sörensson. Our research has shown that
algorithm-based trading utilizing the momentum-effect
in mutual funds will outperform indices and offer good returns
for an acceptable risk. This algorithm is the basis of the cloudbased infrastructure behind 5fonder.se.
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
In Sweden, everyone invests in mutual funds and more than 2
million people have enough capital that they could be helped
efficiently by 5fonder.se. However, we target the growing market of 700 000 consumers that buy advisory services today. We
will target larger markets in the US and EU further on.
BUSINESS MODEL
Since 2013, consumers buy subscriptions to 5fonder.se for
299-399kr/year. We primarily attract new customers from SEO
activities and referrals through social media.

CONTACT:
Håkan Läbom, COO
+46-70-866 66 17
hakan@buildx.se
www.buildx.se

BuildX

Regulated International Online Market for Building Material
PROBLEM
The market for building material is mainly local and characterized by poor competition and high prices. For example,
prices in Sweden are 30% higher than rest of EU. International
purchasing of building material is very difficult for small and
medium-sized construction companies. Main reasons are business risks; resources and competence; and different standards
and regulations in different countries.
SOLUTION
BuildX’ regulated online market meets the specific needs of
the industry and makes international trade of building material
possible in an easy and safe way. All players on the market are
evaluated and approved before registration on the market. With
BuildX, construction companies can easily identify, compare
and buy products directly from the international market.

TECHNOLOGY
In-house designed online market.
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
The market value of BuildX target products is EUR 3 billion in
Sweden; EUR 4.5 billion in the Nordics and EUR 105 billion in
EU target market.
BUSINESS MODEL
The main revenue stream is commission on order value.

CONTACT:
Arnaud Henneville, Chief Challenging Officer
+46-70-040 52 25
arnaud@challengera.com
Magnus Malmberg, Chief Challenging Officer
+46-70-172 44 94
magnus@challengera.com

Challengera

www.challengera.com

If It’s Not on Challengera, It Probably Never Happened
PROBLEM
In our information-world companies find it difficult to create
real engagement with employees and customers. Clearly, today’s internal & marketing communication is still ‘push’ rather
than ‘pull’. The identified problem is this: How can a company
create greater engagement amongst employees and customers?
SOLUTION
Challengera offers its platform to support companies in
running Internal (employee alignment) & External (marcom)
Engagement campaigns. What’s more; Challengera also tracks
the Engagement success of any campaign (analogue/digital).
Challengera also runs challengera.com, a vertical social media
focused on challenges. Launched in December 2012, Challengera.com already has members in 40+ countries.

TECHNOLOGY
Challengera has developed a cloud-based platform to create
challenges (includes apps). The platform is serviced as a ‘white
label’ solution. It is flexible enough to accommodate to different
environment and target groups.
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Whilst the Internal engagement market (towards employees)
is difficult to assess it is, obviously, significant. With regard to
External engagement toward consumers, we are looking at
a 60 billion SEK/year industry in the Swedish market alone.
Needless to say, we will go global.
BUSINESS MODEL
Challengera sells engagement solutions for Internal (employees) & External (customers). These campaigns create revenues
but also new members to our challenge-community.

CONTACT:
Markus Thyberg, CEO
+46-70-771 05 08
markus@collectably.com
www.collectably.com

Collectably

Visually Organize and Access Your Favorite Links
PROBLEM
The internet is overflowing with useful articles, slide shares,
blogs, videos, images..., but it is not easy to overview all the
useful content and quickly access the most relevant links when
you need them. Emailing links to yourself or adding bookmarks to your browser are no longer viable
options when you need to get organized.
SOLUTION
Collectably gives you instant access to valuable content and
facilitates your daily online research. Bookmark articles, slide
shares, websites, videos and images; visually organize them to
get a quick overview, and access content side-by-side whenever you, your colleagues or friends need to use it.

TECHNOLOGY
Collectably is a web application based on the latest web technologies.
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
As the amount of information on the internet is exploding,
one of the fastest growing market opportunities is in the area
of finding, presenting and distributing the best content out
there. The number of professional content curators is rocketing, and, in addition, all internet users need to be their own
curators of online content.
BUSINESS MODEL
Collectably has a freemium business model, giving users the
option between a free account and a paid account with access
to premium features.

CONTACT:
Christopher David, CEO
+46-76-134 74 35
christopher@dalockr.com
www.dalockr.com

DaLockr

Empowering Content Creators
PROBLEM
Managing social media is a time-consuming, out-of-control
process. User-generated and premium content are stored
in many places, making it difficult to find, manage and access. Posting content on social media sites requires users to
relinquish control over their content, and creators are subject
to each social media site’s specific ToS, which poses growing
concerns about privacy, ownership and data integrity.
SOLUTION
The solution is to simplify the complexity of managing, sharing, and tracking online digital content. Decoupling the pub-lishing aspect of content sharing and putting that in the ownership
and control of the creators. DaLockr is architected to address
exactly that in a highly scalable and efficient manner.
TECHNOLOGY
DaLockr has an open content graph API, which provides real-

time data about the digital assets to integrate with 3rd party
developers. DaLockr has two key areas of intellectual property
that focus on the digital assets graph: 1) the concept and the
metadata model and 2) the process, integration and execution
of DaLockr’s content management platform.
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
The social media market is primed for disruption as content
creators want more control of their digital media assets, publishing and user analytics. DaLockr de-walls the social media
walled gardens and enables you to set your own terms of
service for sharing your content across the Internet, transforming social media from a Web 2.0 landscape to an open content
ecosystem.
BUSINESS MODEL
DaLockr will use a freemium business model to start with. The
model is a blend of B-to-C and B-to-B.

CONTACT:
Henrik Edlund, CEO
+46-70-679 32 84
hed@kth.se
www.backside.io

Darcy / BackSide

Simplifying the Programmable Web
PROBLEM
When creating and implementing digital solutions on top of
several data sources, a vast amount of time and energy is put
into a custom-made and static back-end solution.
SOLUTION
BackSide IO is a facilitating platform for building innovative
and meaningful applications on top multiple data sources. Via
BackSide, only one programming interface is to be integrated
in the application. The cost of building multi-source applications is significantly reduced as a result of replacing advanced
programming with a BackSide configuration.
TECHNOLOGY
BackSide IO is built on Node.js, a technology developed for
building fast, scalable network applications. Node.js uses an
event-driven, non-blocking I/O model that makes it light-

weight and efficient, perfect for data-intensive real-time applications that run across distributed devices. Just like BackSide.
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Latest market data shows that in Sweden alone the market of
digital communication investments grew with 13,2% to 750
MEUR during 2011. Concurrently, there are approximately 700
000 apps in the app store. And git-hub, one of the world’s largest code sharing sites, has around 4,3 million projects and 2,3
million users registered.
BUSINESS MODEL
The business model is a freemium subscription revenue
model. Starting with the basic free version with limited functionality to more flexible services ranging from $10, $50 to
$100 per month.

CONTACT:
Carl Hasselskog, CEO
+46-73-070 18 21
carl@degoo.com
www.degoo.com

Degoo

100Gb Free Online Backup
PROBLEM
Current backup solutions are not user-friendly and affordable enough to handle the growing needs to store the large
amount of photos, videos and documents that many consumers have.
SOLUTION
Degoo offers free online backup (up to 100Gb free) in exchange for sharing some of your hard drive space. Additional
space can be bought if you need more or do not wish to share
hard drive space.
TECHNOLOGY
1. Unique mathematical model – calculates the probability of
the system being able to self-heal itself.
2. Extremely efficient compression.
3. World’s fastest error correcting codes.
4. Availability measurements using Markov models and

subjective logic.
5. Open API enabling third-party developers to create Degoo
apps.
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
The online backup industry is growing rapidly and is far from
being fully saturated. Despite that there are plenty of big players that show the huge demand for backup:
1. Dropbox: Approx. 100 million users and 4 million paying
customers.
2. Google Drive: More than 10 million users.
3. Carbonite: More than 1 million paying customers.
BUSINESS MODEL
Our business model is very scalable, thanks to the extremely
low costs per user. We plan to sell 100Gb at $5/month (cost: 5
cent). This enables us to break even at 1% paying customers.

CONTACT:
Victor Dahlborg, CEO
+46-70-925 35 95
victor.dahlborg@facit.com
www.facit.com

FACIT.com

Makes the Car Purchase More Efficient
PROBLEM
The car industry has too high acquisition cost per sold car, and
goes through a paradigm of change. New car buyers has no
efficient tool to compare new cars and find attractive deals in
one place.
SOLUTION
FACIT.com is an impartial website that guides people to a new
car – matching both their actual needs and their wallets. We are
a comprehensive lead generator and a solution provider for the
car industry that creates a better buying experience for dealers
and consumers that decreases the marketing cost per sold car
with up to 50%.
TECHNOLOGY
Backend: PHP
Open Source

Frontend: Wordpress
MySQL database
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
• It is a billion SEK proven business model in the US
• We have a first mover advantage in Europe
• We are already making money
• Scalable business model into more than 50 countries
• A disruptive market that needs to find more efficient ways to
sell new cars.
BUSINESS MODEL
1) Yearly Subscription of Campaign packages
2) Lead commission – for qualified leads
3) Reports about consumer behavior, and why a car buyers
choose one brand before another.

CONTACT:
Tommie Cau, CEO
+46-70-260 70 93
tommie@geveo.se
www.geveo.se

Geveo

Marketplace and Cloud Application for Professional Graphic Design
PROBLEM
Creating professional graphical design is a costly and big step
for all organizations, and ensuring consistent use amongst
many non-professional users who lack the necessary skills or
tools is a hassle.
SOLUTION
Geveo offers a cloud-based application for businesses to turn
graphic design to easily used templates, empowering nonprofessional users to create great material without professional
help. Through an online market place, designers market turnkey
design for companies to buy and start using in a cheap, fast and
easy way with Geveo’s web tool.
TECHNOLOGY
Geveo’s platform is built on open source technology and
scalable infrastructure. The platform is built from the ground
up to be scalable, very fast and easy to use. Geveo uses state

of the art frameworks and techniques for both front and back
end development. The system uses the Linux platform, MySQL,
Java and HTML/JavaScript.
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Geveo’s freemium business model makes the cloud-solution
and marketplace an attractive solution to any organization; ranging from the garage start-up to the multinational
enterprise. With a generic need independent of market and
supported by a scalable technology and product, Geveo has a
global market opportunity.
BUSINESS MODEL
Geveo combines an online freemium subscription business
model for small and medium businesses with enterprise partner sales. Turnkey design sold through the market place uses a
revenue share model.

CONTACT:
Henrik Staaf, CEO
+46-73-059-10 81
staaf.henrik@gmail.com
www.mathleaks.se

Mathleaks

The World’s First Need-to-have E-learning Product
PROBLEM
Studies have shown that Swedish students are underperforming in math. To get a full understanding of the subject,
students have to apply what they learn by doing exercises.
As most textbooks rarely offer explanatory asnwers to its
exercises, students can easily get stuck and lose their
motivation.
SOLUTION
Mathleaks offers complete and illustrative solutions for math
problems in textbooks directly in students smartphones and
tablets. Pioneering pedagogy aided by charts, illustrative texts
and step-by-step computations simplifies the individual learning process and makes studying more efficient.
TECHNOLOGY
Mathleaks is available as an application for Android and IOs
devices. Students can download a free limited version or

subscribe to the full version for a monthly fee. In addition to
looking up solutions, students are able to bookmark and ask/
answer questions in regard to the solutions.
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Our initial market consists of some 300 000 students in Swedish high schools and municipal adult education. Early research
suggests that roughly 35 percent of our market would buy
Mathleaks. Interesting markets for expansion are Great Britain,
France, Germany, Spain, Australia and the United States. Mathleaks also plans to develop its own material with e-books and
exercises.
BUSINESS MODEL
Mathleaks products are distributed on portable devices as
an application. Customers are charged a monthly fee of 38
SEK/4.4 EUR for a subscription that is renewed automatically
after 30 days.

CONTACT:
Tomas Uppgård, CEO
+46-70-920 10 20
tomas@mosync.com
www.mosync.com

MoSync

Enables Web Developers to Easily Create Real Native Mobile Applications
MoSync offer a mobile application development platform. The
platform enables web developers to create real native mobile
applications using only standard web technologies like HTML5.
This opens up the opportunity for millions of web developers to enter the mobile application space. The platform is also
offered to large players such as enterprises, operators and
handset makers. The business idea is to enable large players to
succeed when entering the mobile space.
TECHNOLOGY
The MoSync platform enables web developers to create real
native applications across platforms such as iOS, Android and
Windows Phone 7. The applications developed are indistinguishable from applications developed with the native technologies. The solution offered towards web developers makes
it extremely easy and cost efficient to develop real mobile
applications. For the big players, this opens up the opportunity
to create very efficient mobile application workflows.

TARGET MARKET / CUSTOMERS
MoSync address two main target groups. The first is web
developers where the goal is to build a very large developer
community. The second is large industry players and enterprises. Customers and partners today include Intel, Bonnier, Tele2,
Solog, Telmap and City of Stockholm.
BUSINESS MODEL
MoSync’s business model is to sell the platform to large players
and enterprises. The revenue model is subscription based with
yearly fees for licenses, support and additional services.

CONTACT:
Anton Pettersson, CEO
+46-70-273 80 20
anton.pettersson@oneforfree.com
www.oneforfree.com

One For Free

Building Customer Loyalty with QR-based Rewards
PROBLEM
Traditional paper loyalty cards force the logistics of keeping
the cards at hand upon the customer. As the customer collects
many such cards this becomes a significant irritant.
SOLUTION
One For Free allows the customer to store and organise loyalty
cards in the mobile phone as well as provide them with opportunities to find new venues and offers.
TECHNOLOGY
The One For Free-solution is available on iOS and Android. The
apps use QR-scanning to register stamps collected by the user.
Stamp codes are registered in the database to enable a high
level of security and the system also collects essential data
about user behavior. The system will evolve to stay current
with new technology becoming mainstream.

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
The One For Free apps are focused, simple and uniquely
poised to capture a large portion of the growing QR-loyalty
market. Target merchants are smaller businesses and larger
operations not willing to develop their own solution. External
specialised solutions such as the McDonald’s app assist in
growing and training the customer base.
BUSINESS MODEL
Merchants pay for usage of the system and bring in clients out
of their own interest. The system promotes clients finding new
venues. Extra revenue derive from ads, physical stamp labels
and more.

CONTACT:
Zary Segall, CEO
+46-73-948 77 00
zary@zary.com
www.pluricast.com

Pluricast

Unprecendented User Experience in Mobile Services
Pluricast is a KTH – Mobile Service Lab, spin-off company that
translates into innovation, strong research results in the area of
content delivery and wireless communication.
TECHNOLOGY
Pluricast’s patent pending technology is aiming at delivering
content in mobile systems with a substantial and measurable
increase of the users’ quality of experience, while optimizing
the wireless spectrum utilization and reducing the cost of the
communication infrastructure.

TARGET MARKET / CUSTOMERS
The company business model and product line targets, with
new sources of revenues, the end to end telecommunication
ecosystem, including content providers and distributors, operators, handset manufacturers and end consumers.

By promoting a novel, faster, convergent and semantic core
network algorithms and software, the company is developing
and deploying telecommunication products that provide both
a superior quality of experience and an optimization of the
network’s coverage and capacity.

CONTACT:
Carlo Pompili, CEO
+46-70-870 49 29
carlo.pompili@telcred.com
www.telcred.com

Telcred

Secure Offline Access Control with NFC
PROBLEM
Traditional keys introduce delays in business processes since
keys need to be picked up and returned. Physical keys also
lead to poor security as they tend to get lost, copied or stolen.
SOLUTION
Telcred’s access control system works offline, making it a viable
alternative to traditional keys for environments previously considered too difficult or expensive for this type of solution.
TECHNOLOGY
Telcred’s solution uses NFC in the form of NFC phones or contactless smartcards combined with a cloud-based administrative
system. By leveraging new capabilities of NFC and JavaCard,
Telcred has developed a system that is as secure and capable as
the best online systems at significantly lower cost.

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
While the physical access control industry is large and growing, most doors and locks are still managed with traditional
keys. In the short to medium term, Telcred’s market focus is
large infrastructure companies, such as utilities and telecom
operators, which often have thousands of remote sites.
BUSINESS MODEL
The business model is straight forward with sales of both
hardware and software. Initially, the company addresses the
market through direct sales, but is also open to OEM partnership opportunities.

CONTACT:
Johan Gustafsson, CEO
+46-70-285 23 13
johan@unomaly.com
www.unomaly.com

Unomaly

Self-learning Behavioral Data Analytics
PROBLEM
Modern IT monitoring is broken. There is an infinite amount
of monitoring products – all focusing on the effect, but not
the cause. 70 percent of all changes lead to problems, and, on
average, $500 000 is spent on IT monitoring software at every
company every year, but the problem persists. The problem is,
modern IT monitoring does not help with neither understanding the systems nor identifying the root cause.
SOLUTION
Unomaly automatically and in real time analyzes event data
in massive amounts, using a patent-pending, completely
self-learning algorithm. By learning the unique traits of systems and exploiting the fact that problems and incidents are
inherently different from business-as-usual, Unomaly is able
to capture problems and faults in a way that has never been
done before.

TECHNOLOGY
At the core, Unomaly is a self-learning big data-analyzing
algorithm, deployed together with an innovative web GUI.
Unomaly is installed on-premise in a matter of minutes.
To start the data analysis, the customer only needs to point
their event streams to Unomaly; zero configuration is needed.
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
IT monitoring and data analytics are estimated to USD 25 billion/year. Unomaly will establish the EMEA market before the
end of 2013 and mid-2014 will mark the US entry. Unomaly
uses the booming big data analytics to solve the stale IT security and IT monitoring market.
BUSINESS MODEL
Target customers are mid-size to enterprise companies. Unomaly is
sold, through resellers, per monitored system and month, meaning
easy customer entry and strong opportunity to upsell.

CONTACT:
Johan Lövdahl, CTO
+46-70-638 30 17
johan.lovdahl@uxvibe.com
www.uxvibe.com

UXvibe

The Casual App Game Multiplayer Platform
PROBLEM
Social smartphone games show great success and the possibility of playing against another person is a very important factor.
However, building such games require extensive work; building server solutions for functionality like real-time communication between players, and handling user accounts and virtual
coins. These server solutions require know-how and time to
develop and also costs money to operate.
SOLUTION
UXvibe has built a server system with all the building blocks
needed for creating a social multiplayer game. The game
developers never pay to use our system, instead we give them
new ways of making money based on Uxvibe’s multiplayer
monetization model. Integrating with UXvibe makes the game
a part of our network. We will work actively to promote those
games and arrange events to retain players.

TECHNOLOGY
UXvibe’s server system allows players from the whole world to
play against each other in real-time. Our servers match users
based on skill-level and network latency to ensure the best
game play experience. The system handles real-time messaging, user accounts, virtual coins and cloud storage. Integration
libraries for Android exist, Unity3D is coming.
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
The number of smartphones are projected to double to
2 billion over the next two years. Games make up 80% of the
smartphone app turnover and show no sign of decreasing.
BUSINESS MODEL
UXvibe handles the virtual currency, U-coins, which players
can use in the game for betting against each other in multiplayer matches. A small fee is charged when players make a bet.

CONTACT:
Caroline Walerud, CEO
+46-70-875 59 01
caroline@volumental.com
www.volumental.com

Volumental

The World’s First Browser-based 3D Scanner
PROBLEM
3D models are necessary in many areas, such as 3D printing,
content generation for the animated film and computer game
industries, remote health, e-tail, etc. Just like a picture says a
thousand words, 3D representations say much more than 2D
pictures. Unfortunately, making 3D models is complicated,
expensive, and time-consuming, requiring specialised hardware or software, and a computer for 3D reconstruction.

TECHNOLOGY
With only two clicks on a website, you can record a short film
with a depth camera that’s returned to you as a 3D model
within minutes. The models can then easily be viewed, shared
and used in downstream applications. Our solution stems
from over four man-years of research at KTH and the research
project Kinect@Home. Both the plugin and reconstruction
algorithm have several novel components.

SOLUTION
We bring 3D scanning to everyone. Our cloud-based solution
allows anyone to 3D scan with only a depth camera and a
browser. You get a 3D model of yourself within a minute.
Depth cameras today include Kinect (24M+ sold), PrimeSense,
and Asus cameras, but the hardware will soon be available in
tablets and smartphones. The venture has received widespread
media attention, including articles such as in Wired and BBC (see
volumental.com/press).

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Universally available 3D scanning opens up new market segments, both B2B and B2C. One of our verticals, 3D printing, is
exploding and will reach USD 3.1 billion by 2016 and USD 5.2
billion by 2020 (Forbes); 17% CAGR. A potential partner in consumer 3D printing is growing 15%/month.
BUSINESS MODEL
Dynamic pricing. Licence fees, pay per scan, subscription and
revenue sharing.

The EIT ICT Labs Business Development Accelerator supports innovative companies to scale up business up to European level
and beyond. It provides end-to-end support from turning research results into successful innovations, stimulating the birth and
growth of new and young ventures, support existing SMEs for European growth, enrich large companies with new technologies
and innovation coming from research or innovative SMEs.
A team of European business developers runs the Business Development Accelerator. They manage a funnel with two phases:
scouting of innovative SMEs and technologies, coaching innovative SMEs to deliver European growth success stories.
We offer business development support for technology-based start-ups and we are a business growth accelerator for high-tech
well-established companies.
Unique PanEuropean ecosystem in six countries:
• Excellent network of Business Developers
• Access to European market through large companies
• Access to European wide network of investors and venture capitalists
About EIT ICT Labs
EIT ICT Labs is one of the first Knowledge and Innovation Communities set up by the European Institute of Innovation and
Technology, as an initiative of the European Union. EIT ICT Labs’ mission is to drive European leadership in ICT innovation for
economic growth and quality of life. Since 2010, EIT ICT Labs has consistently brought together researchers, academics and
business people. By linking education, research and business, EIT ICT Labs empowers ICT top talents for the future and brings
ICT innovations to life. EIT ICT Labs’ partners represent global companies, leading research centres, and top ranked universities
in the field of ICT. www.eitictlabs.eu

